
May 1, 2018 
 
 
Dear Client: 
 
After an extended period of historically low volatility, last quarter was by far the most volatile in two years. As we 
discussed in our January letter, we felt the stock market had yet to grapple with the possibility of a shift to a somewhat 
higher inflation/interest rate regime, and indeed the very next week stocks suddenly hit an air pocket due essentially to a 
single inflationary wage growth figure, dropping more than 10% in just a few trading sessions. The market quickly 
recovered most of its early-February losses before selling off sharply once again, this time due to the actions of President 
Trump: clearing out most of the “adults in the room” (e.g., chief economic advisor Gary Cohn), proposing tariffs on steel 
and aluminum, and threatening a broad trade war with China. In the past several weeks, however, Trump has made almost 
no news on these fronts and the market has calmed down somewhat, although it remains well below it’s late-January high. 
We try assiduously to avoid discussing politics in our letters (as we’ve noted many times before), and while we are 
prepared to discuss Trump’s impact on the market in detail and may do so in the future as needed, for the time being we 
are content to leave the subject alone. Instead let’s update our view of the economic fundamentals. 
 
Whereas the U.S. economy had for many years been unable to break out above 2% annual growth, for the past five or six 
quarters the economy has been growing at closer to 3%. As we touched on in our last letter, such stronger growth is a 
double-edged sword: On the one hand, it means even better corporate profits, which have already been very robust of late; 
on the other, it potentially means, in rough order of causation, lower unemployment, stronger wage growth, higher 
inflation, and rising interest rates. We have in the past discussed our doubts about the first two links in this causal chain, 
however, and we maintain those doubts. Namely, we continue to suspect that significant slack still remains in the labor 
market in the form of millions of discouraged, underemployed, and temporary workers – far more than would typically be 
implied by 4% headline unemployment – who add to the potential supply of labor and hence suppress its price (i.e., 
wages). And even as that slack gradually diminishes as more and more potential workers are drawn in from the sidelines, 
there remain other reasons why falling unemployment may not necessarily cause inflation to spike. We have catalogued 
some of these disinflationary influences in the past: global labor competition – not as strong a force as it was ten or twenty 
years ago but still an important factor; the ongoing weakness of organized labor; the increasing replacement in many 
industries of human labor with automation; the general impact of technology on productivity, which the traditional 
methods for measuring the latter may not fully account for; the effect of Amazon on retail prices; and others. The inflation 
dog has yet to truly bark, and we’re a bit skeptical that it will anytime soon. 
 
As a brief aside, an added reason for our skepticism concerns the basic orientation of the economics community. Most of 
today’s preeminent economists are old enough to remember the inflation of the 1970s as a formative experience. By the 
standards of that era, today’s sub-2% inflation is indeed extremely low, and dismissing the possibility of an immanent 
return of inflation would therefore be complacent. But when we zoom out further, we see that the 1970s constituted a far 
greater aberration than today’s inflation and interest rate environment, and that extended periods of relatively dormant 
inflation are the norm in U.S. economic history. When inflation has truly spiked, it’s been the result of a clear cause and 
not simply a matter of mean reversion due to the business cycle. 
 
And with that in mind, one thing that does cause us some concern regarding the inflation/interest rate picture is the timing 
of the tax cuts passed this past December. We would have been enthusiastically in favor of such cuts five or eight years 
ago, but this kind of fiscal stimulus is more or less unprecedented at this relatively later point in the economic cycle, 
throwing gasoline on a fire that is already burning hot enough without it. If the tax cuts have their intended effect, 
economic growth will accelerate further and unemployment will continue to fall. While our sense, as we stated above, is 
that there is still real slack in the labor market, the latter is unquestionably tighter than it was a few years ago. At some 
point, if not necessarily right now, increasing competition for labor should lead to higher wages (for those readers who 
enjoy economics terminology, we believe the Phillips Curve, while perhaps a weaker influence than it once was, is not 
entirely defunct) and in turn some degree of inflation. If we do eventually see a meaningful uptick in inflation, the final 
link in the causal chain laid out above – that between inflation and interest rates – remains as ironclad as ever. And of 
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course higher interest rates erode share prices by increasing the discount rate on future earnings and making bonds 
relatively more attractive. 
 
Furthermore, if the timing of the tax cut causes the economy to overheat a bit, inflation would not be the only concern. 
Perhaps the most important reason the post–Financial Crisis recovery has gone on for so long with no meaningful risk of a 
new recession in sight is that growth has been so tepid. Stronger growth, on the other hand, is typically associated with the 
buildup in the system of exuberance, speculation, dislocation, and excess. In this way, rapid economic expansions tend to 
sow the seeds for their own destruction more quickly than do gradual recoveries. Of course, the Fed can head off this 
process by raising interest rates faster and choking off the economy’s fuel, but such a prescription has in the past typically 
brought on the very recession the Fed was seeking to prevent and at any rate would hardly be a comfort to the stock 
market. Either way, to the extent the expansion shifts into higher gear, we would expect, all other things being equal, for it 
not to go on as long. 
 
To sum up, while we maintain some conviction that serious inflation is not on the immediate horizon, that conviction has 
diminished a bit. And if inflation does reappear in earnest, we will have to reposition substantially. As a result – and also 
due to the risks posed by President Trump, which in our view have increased in the last few months – we have reduced 
our exposure somewhat to approximately 80% invested. Still, for the time being we have chosen to stay heavily net long 
because, relative to short- and long-term interest rates that, although having gone up a bit, remain historically low, the 
current forward P/E ratio of around 17x continues to look quite attractive. We remain reasonably bullish on U.S. equities. 
 
If there have been any changes in your investment objectives or in your personal or financial circumstances, or if you have 
any questions or comments, please give us a call. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Michael G. Hofkin 
 
 
 
Benjamin J. Hofkin 
 
 
(A copy of our disclosure brochure is available upon request.) 
 
Disclosure: Hofkin Capital Management, Inc. is a registered investment adviser. The material contained herein has no 
regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, or particular needs of any person. It is published solely 
for informational purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation nor does it constitute advice, investment or 
otherwise. References made to third parties are based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable but 
are not guaranteed as being accurate. You should not regard it as a substitute for the exercise of your own judgment. Our 
comments are an expression of opinion. While we believe our statements to be true, they always depend on the reliability 
of our own credible sources. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. 


